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on correlating which with (Bâ€”@Fb)scores he found no regular agreement. With
Yale students he repeated Halvorsen's graphological experiment, but he failed to
find any relationship between introversives and an upright or back-sloping angle
of script, and extratensives and a forward-sloping angle. The author concludes
that the varied investigations discussed are obscured by an almost complete dis
regard for scientific standards. There seems to be a moderate relationship between
colour-form dominance and cyclothyme-schizothyme temperament, and a more
distant relationship with Jung's extraversion-introversion, with Kretschmer's
pyknic-asthenic constitutional types, with Jaensch's integrate-disintegrate eidetic
types, and with Gross's primary-secondary function perseveration types.

Section F : Children seem to give a smaller proportion of G responses, a lower
F %, and a higher T % than adults. Rorschach states that children are, in general,
ambi-equal in Erlebnistypus, whereas the author finds them to be mainly coar
tative, with a slight inclination to extratension. There is no reliable evidence of
sex differences. Similarities between the Rorschach responses of sisters may be
due, not to heredity, but to the influence of similar upbringing.

. JOHN D. W. PEARCE.

Concerning School Psychologists. (Psycho!. Clinic, vol. xxii, p. 4!, Marchâ€”May,
1933.) Anderson, R. G.

The appointment of school psychologists will be of little avail unless there
is co-operation between the psychologist and the teacher. Teachers require
adjustment no less than do their pupils. Teachers are most concerned over
problems which represent transgression of their authority and infraction of
school discipline. The more training in psychology a teacher has had, the
more ready will he or she be to seek assistance from the school psychologist.
The psychologist must not be regarded as a â€˜¿�â€˜¿�feeder â€˜¿�â€˜¿�for special classes. The
introduction of group tests has caused much testing to fall into the hands of
inadequately trained persons, who are limited to attaching a label (often erroneous)
to a child; the result has been to produce a limited conception of the contribution
which the psychologist can make to school problems. It is an interpretation
rather than a diagnosis which is wanted; and the testing of intelligence, although
essential, is not sufficient. Emotional and social factors are of the greatest moment.

M. HAMBLIN SMITH.

Sleep and Retention. (Psycho!. Bulletin, vol. xxx, j.'. 415, June, 1933.) Van Ormer,
E. B.

The usual amount (about eight hours) of daily sleep favours retention of nonsense
syllables. The advantage of sleep is not so great after four hours. Retention of
nonsense syllables after 24 hours was better when the learning had occurred just
before retiring. Retention of any verbal material is better after four or eight
hours of sleep than after the same periods of waking. Assuming that a possible
decrease in the learning efficiency is over-balanced by the better retention following
sleep, the advantage of night study is evident. Forgetting is a function of the
kinds and conditions of interpolated experience and of the nature and degree
of the shift in stimulation, not of the period of disuse. In spite of cases of unusual
recall of childhood acquisitions, there is no evidence for the extreme view that
anything once learned is never forgotten. The unqualified statement that the rate
of forgetting diminishes with time is hardly correct. The explanation that
forgetting is produced by the physiological law of atrophy through disuse is far
from complete. M. HAMBLIN SMITH.

Special Disability in Spelling. (Journ. Neur. Inst. N. Y., vol. i, p. 159, June,
1931.) Orton, S. T.

The author first states his view that many spelling disabilities arise from
imperfect acquisition of unilateral dominance in the language function, and that
spelling defects are rare apart from similar trouble with regard to reading.
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